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Each year, the editors of Esquire produce a special issue of the magazine devoted to

menÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s style called The Big Black Book, which has been wildly successful. Using the same

pragmatic, highly illustrated approach, and laced with EsquireÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s trademark humor, Esquire

The Handbook of Style brings readers vital information on every aspect of a manÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

wardrobe, from suits and shirts, to shoes and neckties, to watches and other accessories. The

style-minded reader will find useful advice on suit fabrics and cuts, the right kind of trousers for his

build, the essential outerwear to own, how to dress properly for an occasion, how to tie a tie, how to

pack for a trip, grooming strategies, and much, much more. A compact and sophisticated accessory

in its own right, Esquire The Handbook of Style will be the style bible for the well-dressed man for

years to come.
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I have had this book for several years now and I still go back to it from time to time. It not only has

great advice but has a sense of humor that makes it more fun to read. No matter if you are just

starting to buy a wardrobe or have had one for years and you are concerned about style and

correctness this book is a must. I would say that if you want to dress well the last place you should

go is a mens magazine which purpose is to sell you clothes that are in style for only a year or two

but this book thankfully offers advice that will last as long as you do.



This is a great general guide to style. It's also a pretty good style guide in a more in-depth sense. It's

nothing ground breaking but for the price it was a nice purchase. My only true gripe about this book

is I felt it could have used a few more actual pictures instead of illustrations. The book has a nice

attractive appearance and I like the textured cover. The black and purple is a nice and has a classy

touch to it. While I do wish it had a few more pictures, I am happy I bought it, the hygiene areas

covered were particular nice I felt. Even though it doesn't cover anything most men concerned with

style wouldn't know, it is a great touch up and reference book. Full of nice tips and a great purchase.

Love it. This is a fun book and pretty easy to read through. I mostly enjoyed the photos that go along

with the reading. I'm still reading it and can't wait to get to the end to see what in store.

Have never been into style--which is why I finally decided to actually buy a book on it, and have

found this a very interesting, entertaining, useful little book.

Gave it as a gift - friend seemed pleased

was really good

This is a really good book. People mentioned the lack of color, but if anything it is a very small issue.

Sure it would be nice at times, but it is the only negative thing about the book. The BW pictures

don't take away from the book. Its a great intro to style and helping you create your own.I was

surprised on how much it went into, not just wear this with this, or this is how you wear this, but it

went it to the history of clothes and other great side topics. It show different styles of different iconic

men in the recent history that were actors musicians and other famous people that had good style.

A really good handbook to help you look good.I was debating get this or a couple of the other style

books on . I settled with this one, and was glad I did. It is put together very well and the layout is

really clean and pretty. Very well designed!

I have been a subscriber to Esquire magazine for a long time now. I'd like to think it defines my taste

in fashion. It is usually classic and tasteful as opposed to GQ. When Esquire says something I

ascribe to it strong credibility.This handbook is really great. Witty enough not to be outlandish. I

have browsed other other books on the same topic and they seem geared toward camp in their

writing and content. As it is a handbook, its not supposed to be read like other book e.i. in linear



fashion. If you study this and make your own notes like it was a textbook then you may be

deranged. One thing this book is not is a shopping guide, I do admire that they take a stand on what

is great by highlighting it. While no handbook of style will please me exactly, I would have loved to

see content I was not looking for but very interested in.
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